Tip 178 - Your title Page sets the stage for your exhibit – make it stupendous
It is frequently said that the first page in an exhibit, the Title Page, is the last one prepared. It is only
after the exhibit is completed and the exhibit plan is completed that the Title Page can be finalized.
One danger for exhibitors is that if the Title Page is the last page prepared, it may not have as complete
of a review or revision process as some of your other pages, to allow you to make it as good as possible.
It occasionally happens that in the rush to get an exhibit ready for a show, shortcuts are taken in
finalizing the Title Page. Try to avoid this. Prepare drafts of your title page throughout your exhibit
development process and revise them as you revise your exhibit. Make the Title Page the last page
finished, not the last page written.
John Hotchner has discussed in other philatelic publications, and I have echoed his sentiment here, that
gold medal exhibits have gold medal pages including gold medal Title Pages. Figure 178-1 is the title
page from James Maxwell’s China’s U.S. Constitution Commemoratives: Through-the-line Usages., This
exhibit was awarded the Single Frame Grand Award; the title page is a Grand Award Title Page.

Figure 178-1

The page is wonderful. It starts at the very beginning of the story with a die proof of the stamp that is
the subject of the exhibit; it includes the postage rates; it shows a map showing the periods of Japanese
expansion to allow a viewer to understand the postage paid and the fluid nature of the “lines” through
which the mail moved. All this is essential context for a full understanding of the material. There is a
plan of the organization showing which pages of this single frame exhibit which elements of the exhibit.
Production information is included. There are three additional factors to consider when you look at this
page:
1. This is a postal history exhibit. By providing stamp production information and rate tables on the
cover page, James was able to focus the remainder of the pages on the rates and routes of the
covers themselves. Sometimes it can be confusing to combine production information with
postal history material in a single exhibit. This can be especially true in a single-frame exhibit.
2. James acquired a marvelous instruction form from the post office in Kumming, China warning
against using these stamps in Occupied China – the exact subject of the exhibit. What a
wonderful collateral piece!
3. James does something else that is not always appreciated by viewers of an exhibit. Consider that
for every item on a page there are imaginary vertical lines that marks its boundaries on the right
and left of the item. These imaginary lines exist for every element of an exhibit page: a
philatelic item, a block of text or even entries in a table. The more vertical margins in different
locations that there are on a page, the more visually jarring the page is.
On this page, the left margins are aligned, the two text boxes on the lower right have the same
margins and the left side of the collateral label is aligned with the bulleted elements in the Plan
of Organization. There are a small number of vertical margins and consequently the page is not
at all jarring. A lot of thought went into the development of this page.
Not all of us have die proofs nor are they needed for many exhibits. We can all create high-quality title
pages by thinking about the essential elements –an introduction, starting at the beginning, necessary
information, appropriate collateral material and good design- and employing them to strengthen our
exhibit.

